
Atmospheric Profiling
Using Ultrasonic Anemometers 
With (UAV) Unmanned Aerial Vehicles 



Atmospheric research is an expanding science, to say the least. 
To estimate optical turbulence and boundary layers, researchers 

have relied on numerical weather modeling. Traditionally, this 
involves differential temperature sensors installed on a tower (Figure 
1) to measure temperature at multiple places simultaneously. These 
observations provide unquestionable value to meteorological studies. Yet 
this approach fails to provide detailed profiles of temperature, moisture, 
and winds within the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) found above the 
weather tower.

Figure 1: Tower with sensors 
installed measuring temperatures.

The introduction of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs or drones) has 
proven to compliment traditional measurements with a unique capability 
to sample multi-dimensional ABL structure well beyond the height of the tower (Figure 2).   

Figure 2: The climb and loiter approach used by UAV pilots to 
capture atmospheric data beyond the height of a weather tower.

Alex Clark, an Optical Engineer at IERUS Technology, 
has assembled a sensor package designed specifically to 
gather essential atmospheric measurements in the upper 
ABL. Manufactured by E Mergent RC and named the WP-
V2 (Weather Payload Version 2), this payload package 
can be mounted to any number of UAVs and is equipped 
with a variety of atmospheric sensors and measurement 
devices enabling real-time weather monitoring (Figure 3). 

Figure 3: The WP-V2 (Weather Payload Version 2)

The WP-V2 Sensor Package
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OPTIMIZING SWAP
Size,Weight, And Power

The TriSonica Mini Wind 
& Weather Sensor is the 
world’s smallest and lightest 
3-dimensional ultrasonic 
anemometer. 

Small enough to fit in the palm 
of your hand, the TriSonica 
Mini Wind & Weather Sensor 
is a highly accurate, powerful 
tool for anyone involved in 
atmospheric monitoring, 
weather reporting, turbulence 
calculations, and ecosystem 
research. 

Its size makes it well suited for 
portable deployments, especially 
unmanned aerial vehicles 
(UAV), due to its optimized Size, 
Weight And Power ratio. The 
fact it has no moving parts, thus 
eliminating maintenance issues, 
makes the TriSonica Mini Wind 
& Weather Sensor perfect for 
permanent installations as well. 

Anemoment gives you the power 
to “Know the Wind.”

The WP-V2 attached to an E Mergent RC hexacopter.

“In the real world, we’re trying to limit 
the size of our airframe, limit the SWAP 
(Size, Weight And Power), and still 
collect accurate and meaningful data.” 

Alex Clark, Optical Engineer

Mounting Your Anemometer
Research presented at the International Conference on Unmanned Aircraft 
Systems (ICUAS) indicated that influences from rotors are negligible at around 
40 to 45 mm above the aircraft’s rotor plane1. Erring on the side of caution, our 
customers have mounted their TriSonica Mini as high as 18″ to 20″ above the 
rotor plane to negate any impact the blades might have on their readings.
1T. A. Johnansen, A. Cristofaro and K. Sorosensen, “On estimation of wind velocity, angle-of-attack and sideslip angle of small UAVs 
using standard sensors,” in International Conference on Umaned Aircraft Systems (ICUAS), 2015.
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